This article seeks to: a) introduce new models of incentives, including those that completely solve the problems of "Back-dating" and "Re-pricing" of employee stock options and equity-based incentives; b) introduce new theories of unwarranted wealth-transfers and Disruption Costs inherent in the use of Equity-based Incentives ("EBIs"). Several recent detailed studies found that there is widespread ESO/EBI-related fraud and non-compliance, which could have damaging effects on public confidence in financial systems and increase market volatility.
I. Introduction
The term "EBI" refers to all non-Common-Stock equity-based incentives, and include Contingent Rights, Warrants (to purchase equity), equity-linked incentives, Employee-Stock-Options ("ESOs"), etc.. EBIs sometimes create unjustified wealth transfers to the EBI-holder or to shareholders (or to investors in other companies in the same industry), which in turn creates substantial disruption costs at the company level and the industry level.
In the US, there has been recent significant criminal investigations and civil lawsuits pertaining to "back-dating", "forward-dating", "spring-loading" and "repricing" of EBIs/ESOs by various companies, which typically results in unwarranted wealth transfers -the US SEC, US Attorneys and state Attorney Generals have particularly been active in these issues. 12 , 13 Many companies (such as Brocade 29 .2% of US companies that issued ESOs to executives and/or directors during 1996-2002 had grant-date patterns that could be deemed as conclusive evidence of backdating and or other manipulative practices (such as "spring-loading," the announcement of a grant of EBIs/ESOs before public announcement of good news), and b) 23% of ESOs issued to executives appear to have been backdated or spring-loaded. ESO backdating was more prevalent in technology companies, smaller companies, companies granting ESOS to more executives and directors, and companies with higher stock price volatility (29% of companies with high volatility appear to have manipulated grant dates, compared to 13% of those with low volatility). According to the study, the Sarbanes Oxley Act has helped in reducing misconduct associated with EBIs/ESOs. Only 7.7% of companies filing within the new two-day reporting window for options grants show a pattern of backdating, compared to 19.9% of companies that did not meet the requirements. The study focused on the 51% of the grants during the period that were unscheduled and at-the-money.
II. Existing Literature 1. ESO/EBIs introduced EBIs/ESOs that solve "repricing", "reloading" and "back-dating" of ESOs/EBIs.
It has been empirically shown that : 1) EBIs/ESOs and related information and risk phenomena have direct effects on stock market volatility, trading volume, hedging activities, and capital transfers; 2) EBIs/ESOs affect investor expectations of prospective government monetary policies and fiscal policies; 3) EBIs/ESOs affect the relationship between shareholders and managementhence, largely determine the magnitude and effect of agency problems, adverse selection problems and moral hazard problems in companies, all of which affect overall corporate performance in the economy. The usefulness of EBIs/ESOs is somewhat limited by difficulties in pricing/valuation and incentive design. Other areas for future research include: a) ways to further reduce moral hazard, agency and compensation-accuracy problems implicit in incentive contracts, and b) designing incentive systems for supply chains and for the retailing, and travel industries.
Market Mechanisms, And Mechanism Design Theories
Traditional ESOs/EBIs are market mechanisms, and together the associated legal law and economic problems that they create, are evidence that existing Mechanism Design Theory is inaccurate and impractical. The literature on Mechanism Design Theory 14 has some major gaps and inaccuracies, some of which are explained as follows: 1 . Errornously assumes that all agents truthfully disclose their preferences; and that all agents disclose their preferences at the same rate and at the same time.
2. Does not account for the value accruing to the agent or principal or participant, by withholding information about their preferences.
3. Errornously assumes that the mechanism is fair and un-biased.
In reality, even completely automated mechanisms have biases. Most mechanisms involve some human intervention and or human processes, and existing Mechanism Design Theory does not account for human biases, and processes such as altruism, regret, aspirations, etc., both in the participants and in the humans involved as part of the mechanism. 4 . Does not account for varying levels of "privateness" of agents' information -rather, erroneously assumes binary situation in which information is either public or private.
5. Mechanism Design Theory does not incorporate the effects of regulation on agents and on the mechanism; and does not account for constitutionality of mechanisms.
6. Errorneously assumes that all agents are "rational" and self-interested. There can be many reasons for agents' irrationality and propensity to act for the benefit of the society. Erroenously assumes some minimum level of uniformity of agents' preferences. Agents' preferences vary widely.
7. Does not account for differences in agent's information processing capabilities.
8. Erroenously assumes that mechanism is monolithic in time, space and expense -in reality some mechanisms are dispersed in space (various locations) and time (requires participation and various disclosures at various times) and expenses (cost of participation varies).
9. Errornously assumes that monitoring costs, compliance costs, switching costs, access costs, decision costs (costs of contemplating a decision) and sanctions (for non-compliance with the mechanism) are minimal or nonexistent.
In reality, these types of costs are both monetary/physical and non-monetary/psychological and have significant effects on the efficiency of mechanisms.
10. Errorneously assumes that agents have quasi linear utility functions and are risk-neutral. In reality, agents' attitudes towards risk vary dramatically and depend on many factors. Furthermore, agents' utility functions are more likely to be non-linear because: a) the agent will react to the mechanism (economically, psychologically and socially), and react to the prospect of other participants, and also react to perceived opportunity costs, in addition to his/her normal utility function.
11. Errorneously assumes that the social choice functions inherent in mechanism designs have linear "Benefit Effects"; where a Benefit Effect is the economic gain or loss of social welfare across all agents and across the society/economy, as the mechanism functions during a specified time interval. Hence, "Benefit Effect" is defined with respect to time and to the entire economy. Benefit Effects are likely to be non-linear because: a) agents vary in terms of wealth, utility functions, risk aversion, time horizon, preferences, etc., b) the economy is not static, and changes in various elements of the economy are not discrete, c) not all eligible agents or permitted agents or financially capable agents will participate in the mechanism.
12. Errorneously assumes that the social choice functions inherent in mechanism designs have uniform and same "Impact Effects" across all agents; where an Impact Effect is the magnitude of the monetary and non-monetary impact of the mechanism on all agents. Erroenously assumes that all social choice functions inherent in mechanisms have linear effects on agents' utilities and participation strategies 13 . Errorneously assumes that all eligible, financially capable and permitted agents will participate in the mechanism, and will participate at the same time.
14. Erroenously defines the success of mechanisms primarily in terms of utility. This approach does not sufficiently incorporate other elements and result of mechanisms -psychological gains/losses, emotions, social capital, reputation effects, etc.. Futhermore, utility as used in Mechanism Design Theory is relatively static. McCauley (2002) 15 states that there are several problems in the use of utility. Most Mechanism Design Theories are based on equilibrium as a relevant 'state' and as an objective; and the concept of equilibrium is "static". In reality true equilibrium does not exist, and cannot be achieved in mechanisms due to: a) continous changes in agents' preferences, wealth, access to information, etc., b) transaction costs and opportunity costs, c) mental states of agents, d) time constraints, e) government regulations and or industry stanbards/practices, f) agents' varying reactions to incentives over time.
15. Mechanisms are defined and designed only in terms of agents' preferences, public actions, and private actions. This approach does not incorporate the effects of agents' reactions to incentives, and values of hidden information to agents, and agents' information processing capabilities, the mechanism's information processing capabilities, regulation and government enforcement.
16. Contrary to Mechanism Design Theory, the set of all possible preferences of agents is not finite. Within this context of mechanisms and group action, the definition of 'finite" should be based on achievability, and not on mathematical ranges.
17. Errornously assumes that each agent's and all agents' preferences are static over time; and mechanisms are preference formation-independent (ie. the mechanism does not affect the agents' processes of forming their preferences). In reality, most mechanisms are interactive, and the agent's preferences change over time as he/she interacts with both the mechanism and other agentparticipants and non-participants.
18. Errornously assumes that the mechanism is removed from, and distinct from the agents -in reality, the agents typically form a major part of the mechanism (as in auctions, online file sharing networks, multiple listing systems, etc.).
19. Errorneously assumes that the mechanism's main role is either allocation and or coordination. In reality many mechanisms serve other economic and non-economic purposes (some of which are un-intended) such as: a) psychological reassurance (voting, auctions, etc.), b) information dissemination, c) comparison -which increases social welfare my reducing overall agents' search costs, d) entertainment.
20. Erronously assumes that mechanisms can be deliberation-proof (in equilibrium, all agents don't have any incentive to strategically deliberate). In most existing mechanisms, agents deliberate while using the mechanism.
IV. EBIs/ESOs And Associated Information Effects And Risk Effects Have Significant Macroeconomic Implications
The The magnitude and timing of overall wealth transfers (justified or unjustified) in the economy that are inherent in EBIs/ESOs, represent significant movements of economic capital and social capital in the economy, and significant portions of overall 'output' (measured in the traditional sense). The growth of, and rate of innovation in many key industries in many modern economies, has been directly and empirically attributed to the use of EBIs/ESOs.
In many countries, government fiscal policy processes are increasingly recognizing and incorporating the macroeconomic effects of EBI -as manifested by (somewhat limited) inclusion of EBIs in national accounts and macroeconomic aggregates [See: Moylan (2000) ], and changes in corporate tax rates (capital gains and income tax) and individual tax rates (capital gains and income taxes) that are applicable to EBIs. Government monetary policy processes in most countries have also been directly and indirectly incorporating the effects of EBIs -as reflected in: a) changes in disclosure requirements which are designed to reduce volatility and enhance transparency in capital markets, and b) central bank purchases/sales of government bonds in response to volatility in stock markets, and c) central bank rate setting in response to overall corporate profits.
EBI-related phenomena affect/determine the true impact of regulations/laws that govern businesses -in the US, some laws that govern business conduct don't seem to be able to handle the impact of EBIs/ESOs, and hence, existing incentive systems effectively determine the levels of compliance, deterrence effects of regulations/laws, and economic costs of regulations/laws, all of which affect (and can determine) the level and output of overall economic activity.
In most industries, EBIs/ESOs are most prevalent among executives (rather than non-executive employees), and EBIs account for a substantial portion of executives' wealth -these executives are often the final decision makers on issues that have profound effects on traditional macroeconomic variables such as hours worked, corporate profits, total output, existing industrial capacity, corporate taxes, capital spending by companies, volume of securities issued/retired, volume of bankruptcies/recapitalizations, etc.. EBIs/ESOs create several multiplier effects in the economy because: 1) EBI/ESO-grantees are typically heads of households, 2) EBI/ESO grantees sometimes rely on EBI/ESO gains for retirement, 3) other family members often rely on, or expect EBI/ESO gains/losses; 4) companies save large amounts of cash by issuing EBIs/ESOs; 5) the incentive effects of EBIs/ESOs sometimes spread to the company's suppliers and customers who view EBI/ESO-plans as key to quality, efficiency, good customer service, stability and profitability in the company.
To the extent EBIs/ESOs have a motivating effect, they create human capital and sometimes social capital, and hence create valid macroeconomic output. Nwogugu (2005b) . The structure of the US and the world economies have changed substantially during the last twenty years. Intangible assets account for at least 60% of assets of US companies. Since human capital and social capital are so much more relevant in modern economies (both as
Wealth transfer via EBIs is more significant in non-dividend paying companies, because EBI returns are typically unlimited. The issue of unjustified wealth transfer by EBIs is crucial in corporate governance, because employees' EBI gains often exceed the effort they contribute, and the fact that such EBI gains can occur without the firm having earned any returns or created any value for for shareholders. Thus, the crux of incentives is matching compensation to employee efforts. Trimarchi (2003) .
V. "Repricing", "Re-Loading" And "BackDating"
Repricing Of ESOs/EBIs
Under US regulations/laws, ESO/EBI Repricing is a much bigger problem than other forms of wealth transfer using ESOs/EBIs (ie. back-dating, forwarddating, etc.), because: a) repricing is legal, and can transfer more wealth than other methods, b) repricing can also reduce the company's tax burden; c) Repricing can be used with timing of announcements to cause greater un-justified wealth transfers. • ESOs/EBIs then become ineffective incentives;
and may even de-moralize employees.
• ESOs/EBIs become below-market compensation;
• Employee switching costs are generally low when the company's stock price is declining, but varies drastically across different heirachies in the organizational strcuture-employees can go and work for a competitor and get an equivalent value of their ESOs "re-priced" and issued by this competitor.
• Underwater ESOs/EBIs exercerbates principalagent problems and moral hazard problems.
• Underwater ESOs diminishes the perception of ESOs as a long-term incentive, changes the role of ESOs in compensation strategy and maybe perceived as an indication of management's lack of confidence in near-term prospects for stockprice recovery.
• Management has to consider the relative importance of human capital to the company's business; and the talent/marketability of employees. Labor switching costs maybe low.
• The duration and magnitude of the stock-price decline may become de-motivating factors; whether or not the price decline is attributable to poor performance or market conditions
Although re-pricing reduces the need for issuance of more options/warrants, controls ESO/EBI "overhang" and increases employee motivation/retention, under current US accounting regulations, re-pricing is costly.
Under FASB Interpretation # 44 ("FIN44"), direct or indirect ESO/EBI re-pricings result in charges to earnings, both of which must be done using a new measurement date and variable accounting from the date of the modification (issuance of new ESO with lower Strike Price than the original strike price) until the ESO expires, is exercised, or is forfeited unexercised.
An indirect ESO/EBI re-pricing occurs if: a) the overall Strike Price (all consideration) for the new ESO is or maybe lower than that of the cancelled ESO, even if the stated Strike Price remains the same, or b) the optionee is not subject to stock market risk for at least six months; or c) the ESO terms are modified in order to decrease the likelihood the optionee will exercise the ESO (e.g., reduced ESO term). The ESO/EBI Strike Price is deemed to be reduced if: a) there is simultaneous award of a new ESO at a lower Strike Price, and a cancellation of another ESO; or b) there is a simultaneous award of a new ESO at a lower Strike Price and a cash settlement of an outstanding ESO, or c) the new ESO is granted within the six month period before or after the cancellation or settlement of another ESO issued by the same entity.
US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) FIN44 permits companies to cancel an 'underwater' ESOs, and then issue a new ESO without being subject to disadvantageous accounting rules, only if: a) six months has elapsed after the ESO cancellation, and b) the cancellation was voluntary by the employee, and c) it is permissible to express the company's intent to issue a new ESO later in connection with a voluntary cancellation, provided there is no binding commitment as to the new/proposed ESO's Strike Price or the number of shares for which the new/proposed ESO is exercisable; and c) there is no agreement (oral, written, or implied) to compensate the ESO-holder for any increase in the stock price after an ESO cancellation or settlement but before the issuance of the new ESO.
In most cases, the "exchange" in ESO/EBI repricings is less than a 1:1 ratio -i.e 3:1 (33% replacement); 4:1 (25% replacement); 3:2 (66% replacement) -and the company can use various exchange tiers, if the cancelled ESOs have a wide range of Strike Prices. The ESO-exchange typically increases the number of encumbered' shares (the new ESOs have a higher likelihood of being in-themoney), but does not change the overhang level. Some companies offer a cash settlement for cancelled ESOs in repricings, but this creates valuation problems in addition to a compensation expense to the company. Under FASB rules, a voluntary cancellation of underwater ESOs that is simultaneous with a new grant of restricted stock will not create a compensation expense for cancelled ESOs, there will be a fixed accounting treatment for restricted stock and the six month look-back/look-forward period applicable to an ESO replacement, will not apply.
Alternatives To Re-Pricing And Backdating Of ESOs/EBIs
The typical alternatives to re-pricing and back-dating "underwater" ESOs/EBIs include: • Pay cash to employees in exchange for the underwater ESOs/EBIs.
• Grant additional shares to employees.
"Re-Load" ESOs/EBIs
Re-load ESOs/EBIs have become very popular components of employee compensation packages. See: Dybvig & Loewenstein (2003) . Reload ESOs/EBIs have become a major form of unwarranted and perhaps illegal wealth transfer from shareholders to employees/managers, primarily because:
• Reload ESOs/EBIs cannot be valued accuratelyall pricing models are based on erronuous assumptions that the stock prices follows some stochastic process or processes.
• Reload ESOs/EBIs typically don't require any vesting period or require only relatively short vesting periods (typically six months or less).
• 
VI. Disruption Costs
The use of EBIs and incentives are heavily influenced by economics of transactions. The optimal incentive contract is one that minimizes the costs of compliance, minimizes the propensity to commit fraud, maximizes the after-tax cash benefits to the grantee, maximizes shareholder value before compensating grantees and most accurately matches performance and reward.
The ability of EBIs to create true competitive advantages for the grantor-company depends on the industry and the company's cost structure, the nature of the EBIs, and the proportion of total employee compensation attributable to EBIs. For EBIs to be truly effective, the benefits of awarding EBIs must exceed the sum of the monitoring costs, accounting costs and actual value transfer to EBI holders. Most existing EBIs don't meet this criteria.
The Disruption Costs are described as follows: 
VII. New Models/Structures For ESOs/EBIs/Incentives
The conditions for optimal incentive structures were developed in Nwogugu The following are some examples of alternative structures for incentive compensation that also eliminate the need for "Re-pricing" and "back-dating".
The Capped Option™ ™ ™ ™
This option has a 'shadow Stock price" (S) and performance-based barriers and will typically be issued with the Strike Price equal to the then market price of the common stock. Dybvig & Loewenstein (2003:7) . The option right exists only if the prespecified performance targets are achieved -the option is an up-and-in barrier option. The ESO can only be exercised during pre-specified exercise 'windows' of time. The post-inception Strike Price is calculated as either: 1) a fixed amount or 2) a variable amount. There is a 'minimum reset strike price' mechanism. This will help ensure that optionsholders gain profits only if the company has consistently been profitable. The strike price has to be adjusted for the effect of dividend payments. Assume that: X = the original strike price which is calculated as the market price. S = the shadow stock price at exercise (stock price used to calculate the ESO value). S is a function of: a) the average stock price at exercise calculated as the average daily stock price for the immediately preceding twelve months (S a ), b) an agreed-upon value of the company's equity (S v ) and c) a points index P, based on the value of and outcome of points awarded to the ESO holder -at the beginning of the period, the ESO holder is awarded points, and a system of awards and penalties based on points is implemented. The ESO holder earns or looses points based on his/her performance during the period. P = P t /P o , where Po and Pt are the values of points held by the ESO holder at the beginning and end of the period. This derivation of S ensures that the impact of market correlation on the stock price is minimized, that the ESO holder faces loss for mistakes and unnecessary risk, and that divergencies between market values and intrinsic-values/liquidation-values are reduced (many shareholders cannot sell their stock even if they wanted to, due to liquidity constraints, and hence face a liquidation value, as opposed to a market value).
X f = the 'floating automatic-reset strike price' that will result in a 'capped return'. Z = the 'capped return' in currency units (thus, X f = S -Z). R = the 'Growth strike Price' which is equal to the normal strike price multiplied by an annual or quarterly factor to reflect investors' minimum return, and the company's cost of capital, such that at time t, R t = R (t-1) (1 + r); and at time 0, R 0 = X *(1 + r); where r is the percentage return.
Thus, R increases periodically, and the ESO grantee earns profits only if investors make a specified return. D = the present value of expected future dividends, D is non-negative, and D > 0, only for dividend-paying companies. ρ = correlation between the stock market and the company's stock price; ρ = 0, if the company is private.
Then at exercise at time t, the option payoff is:
The same effect (ESO grantee earns only residual returns, and ESO returns are capped) can be created by making the Shadow Stock Price S, re-settable. In this case, if S c is the Reset Stock Price (actual price used in calculating the option value), and S 0 is the ordinary stock price at exercise time (calculated as the average daily stock price for the immediately preceding twelve months), and X is the original fixed strike price, and Z is the capped return in currency units, then: S c = Min[S 0, (X + Z)], and the ESO payoff at time t is:
. This alternative can be used only when publicly-traded or measurable common stock is issued for the difference between the strike price and the exercise price. . Using this option, its possible to match the magnitude of the ESO gain to the employee's achievement of pre-specified performance targets. This option has a variable strike price, and uses a 'shadow Stock Price" (S) and performancebased barriers. At inception, the option will be issued with a Strike Price equal to the then market price of the common stock. The option right exists only if the pre-specified performance targets are achieved, but the option-right will automatically expire once the inthe-money amount exceeds a certain threshold for a pre-specified period which will typically be 90-120 days-the option is an up-and-in barrier option. The ordinary Strike Price is calculated as either: 1) a fixed amount or 2) a variable amount with a 'minimum reset strike price' mechanism. This will help ensure that options-holders gain profits only if the company has consistently been profitable. The Strike Price is adjusted for the effect of dividend payments. However, if the stock price declines substantially, then obviously, it will be much more difficult for the company to achieve the required investor return while providing adequate incentives for employees -the traditional response to such problems is to reprice or back-date the options which are both problematic. This stock option contains an automatic mechanism that reduces the Strike Price as the Stock Price declines; and in this mechanism, the built-in required investor return can be capped, and can also be adjusted downwards as the Stock Price declines.
Assume that: X o = the original strike price which is typically set at market price. S = the shadow stock price at exercise (stock price used to calculate the ESO value). S is a function of: a) the average stock price at exercise calculated as the average daily stock price for the immediately preceding twelve months (S a ), b) an agreed-upon value of the company's equity (S v ) and c) a points index P, based on the value of, and outcome of points awarded to the ESO holder -at the beginning of the period, the ESO holder is awarded points, and a system of awards and penalties based on points is implemented. The ESO holder earns or looses points based on his/her performance during the period. P = P t /P o , where P t and P o are the values of points held by the ESO holder at the beginning and end of the period respectively. This derivation of S ensures that the impact of market correlation on the stock price is minimized, that the ESO holder faces loss for mistakes and unnecessary risk, and that divergencies between market values and intrinsicvalues/liquidation-values are reduced (many shareholders cannot sell their stock even if they wanted to, due to liquidity constraints, and hence face a liquidation-value for their shares, as opposed to a market-value).
X f = the 'floating automatic-reset strike price' that will result in a 'capped return'. (thus, X f = S -Z). Z = the 'capped return' in currency units (thus, X f = S -Z). R = the 'Growth strike Price' which is equal to the normal strike price multiplied by an annual or quarterly factor to reflect investors' minimum return, and the company's cost-of-capital, such that at time t ∈ T, R t = (R (t-1) (1 + Min(r,Y)); and at time 0, R 0 = X*{1 + Min(r,Y)}; where r is the percentage return. r ≤ Y, where Y is a maximum investor return. Various rates of return (r's) can be designated for various ranges of Stock Prices.
Thus, R increases periodically, and the ESO grantee earns profits only if investors make a specified return. Note that the following conditions apply:
0< ∂r/∂S < 1; ∂r/∂Z >1; -1 < ∂r/∂K < 0; D = the present value of expected future dividends, D is non-negative, and D > 0, only for dividend-paying companies. P = a 'state' in which performance benchmarks are achieved. P = 0, if the performance targets are not achieved and P = 1 only if the performance targets are achieved. Alternatively, P can be made to vary such that P ∈ (0,1), and varying levels of the employee's achievement of performance targets will result in varying levels of ESO gains. T = term of the option -in days or months. t ∈ T. K = functional strike price.
, if the binary P is applicable; OR. C = Max{0, (S -K-D)P}; if the variable P is applicable -P ∈ (0,1).
The option-right will automatically expire once the following condition occurs:
The same effect (ESO grantee earns only residual returns, and ESO returns are capped) can be created by making the Shadow Stock Price S, re-settable. In this case, if S c is the Reset Stock Price (actual price used in calculating the option value), and S 0 is the ordinary stock price at exercise time (calculated as the average daily stock price for the immediately preceding twelve months), and X o is the original fixed strike price, and Z is the capped return in currency units, then: S c = Min[S 0, (X o + Z)], and the ESO payoff at time t is:
. This alternative can be used only when publicly-traded or measurable common stock is issued for the difference between the strike price and the exercise price.
The Combination Stock Option™ ™ ™ ™
The Combination Stock Option completely eliminates the need for "repricing", forward-dating", 'dividendreduction/blockage' and "back-dating" of ESOs, and 'Share-repurchases', and 'dividendreduction/blockage'; and also eliminates the effects of executives' hedging of ESOs with derivatives. . The Combination Stock Option will be settled with common stock or cash at the company's option, and is a synthesized option that effectively combines a barrier-put option and a barrier-call option, and is applicable to only publicly traded companies. The company must earn above its cost of capital and earn a minimum return for shareholders before employees benefit from ESOs. The option right comes into existence only if predetermined performance benchmarks are achieved (ie. ROI, cash flow growth, cost reduction, quality, etc.). There will be exercise windows. At exercise, the strike price automatically resets to a strike price that will result in a put-return or a call-return to the option holder. The strike price is adjusted for the effect of dividend payments, if any. Assume that: X = the original strike price which is calculated as either: 1) a fixed amount or 2) the rolling twelvemonth daily average stock price; and S = the stock price at exercise, and B = the 'floating automatic-reset strike price' that will result in a 'capped return'. B is binary: B = B c = S -Z, only if at exercise, S>X, and B = B p = S + Y, only if at exercise, X> S. Z = the 'capped maximum return' on the call side in currency units; and Y = the 'capped maximum option payoff' on the put side, in currency units. R = the 'Growth strike Price' which is equal to the normal strike price multiplied by an annual or quarterly factor to reflect the shareholders' minimum required return, and the company's cost of capital, such that at time t, R t = R (t-1) (1 + r); and at time 0, R 0 = X *(1 + r); where r is the percentage return. D = is the present value of expected future dividends, D is non-negative, and D > 0 only for dividend-paying companies.
Then at exercise at time t, the option payoff will This is because if at ESO-exercise, the stock price drops below X, the ESO holder will get an adjusted put-type return profile, and if the stock price exceeds X, the ESO holder will get the adjusted call-type return profile. However, since the ESO holder's payoff is residual, its still possible for his/her payoff to be zero.
Capped Barrier Stock Appreciation Rights™ ™ ™ ™
In this instance, the option right comes into existence only if pre-determined performance benchmarks are achieved (ie. cost reduction, quality, cash flow growth) -the option is an up-and-in option. There will be exercise windows. At exercise, the strike price automatically resets to a strike price that will result in a maximum pre-determined gain to the option holder. The SARs will be settled in common stock or cash. The ordinary Strike Price X, is calculated as either a fixed amount (private companies), or as the daily average stock price for the preceding twelve months (publicly-traded companies). The strike price is adjusted for the effect of dividends. S = the stock price at exercise, and B is the 'floating automatic-reset strike price' that will result in a 'capped return'. Z = the 'capped return' in currency units (thus, B = S -Z). R = the 'Growth strike Price' which is equal to the normal strike price multiplied by a periodic factor to reflect the investor's minimum return, and the company's cost of capital, such that at time t, R t = R (t-1) (1 + r); and at time 0, R 0 = X *(1 + r); where r is the percentage return. R increases periodically, and the ESO grantee earns profits only if investors make a specified return. D = the present value of expected future dividends, D is non-negative, and D > 0 only for dividend-paying companies.
Then at exercise at time t, the EBI/ESO payoff is: 
IX. Optimal Strike Prices For ESOs/EBIs
The foregoing derivation of ESO/EBI structures indicates that the optimal Strike Prices for ESOs/EBIs must conform to certain conditions, but should be customized to suit the company's situation. Hall & Murphy (2000) . This is because: a) ESOs/EBIs have an inherent valuation problem that causes substantial uncertainly and information asymmetry, b) there are principal-agent and moral harzard problems. The following are the general conditions for optimal Strike Prices: 1. Shareholders must earn specific returns before the employee benefits from ESOs/EBIs. 2. Must ensure that the firm earns returns in excess of its cost-of-capital before the employee benefits from ESOs/EBIs. 3. The employee's returns must be capped. This eliminates valuation and information asymmetry problems. 4. The Strike Price must be conditional on some performance measures. 5. The strike price must be adjusted for dividends. 6. The Strike price must be adjusted for expected normal growth rate of the firm.
X. Conclusion
In their present forms, EBIs/ESOs are not an efficient method of compensating or motivating employees; and will probably increase the incidence of fraud and non-compliance with regulations.
Re-designed EBIs/ESOs can improve efficiency and profitability in various industries.
